ULTRA LIGHT HELICOPTER. SUPER ADVANCED SOLUTIONS.
NO HALF-MEASURES. THINK EXTRA.
Mast Damping System - Titanium Frame - Integrated Cooling System
A forward-looking company believes in the knowledge of yesteryear.
An outstanding craft-built helicopter, combining the finest in engineering
with true workmanship. It flies with perfect aerodynamics. It provides
comfort without precedent. It is customizable based on your desires.

Half-measures are for people who settle for second best.
The other ones choose LH212.

The LH212 Delta is a robust manouevrable Two-Seater Ultralight
Helicopter. LH212 is suitable for various tasks at low operation cost,
thanks to the Rotax914 engine and 4-cylinder turbo intercooler.
Its titanium alloy frame pressurized makes it sturdy, light enough
and stainless. Precise attention to aerodynamics and mechanics
permit low fuel consumption, high performance and top comfort.

ENGINE

CENTRAL CYCLIC

Rotax914, 4-Cylinder Turbo 115Hp 340Nm, original components coming from Italy permit to have a
TBO 2000hrs. The intercooler delivers stable power even at very high air temperature. No need to
supply warm air to the carburettor even in the coldest climates.

The cyclic stick is located in a central cabin position
which makes piloting simple and light, while the
access to the cabin remains easy and ergonomic.

ICS and MDS
ICS, Integrated Cooling System, is the co-axial solution patent of LCA dedicated to the cooling of the
motor without no need of electrofun or any electric component. MDS, Mast Damping System, is a
solution patent of LCA, which allows to reduce the
normal vibrations of an helicopter, in order to make
travelling more comfortable and save components
during their long lifetime.

GOVERNOR
Software Control System adjusts mecanically the
throttle setting, mantaining the rotor RPM in the
green arc. This system, known as the Governor,
a really smoothed one, ensures that the pilot has
control command power engine under any flight
condition.

LUGGAGE
Small amount luggage can be placed in the luggage compartment under the seats to permit a more
comfortable and joyful travelling.
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ELECTRIC TRIM
Two electric trims are driven by a command on
the central cyclic stick, which makes long distance
flights even more comfortable.

CLUTCH
LH212 has a fully automatic and user–friendly constant tension device, generally known as Clutch, in
order to ensure safe starts and prevent mechanical
stress to the trasmission.

MAINTENANCE
LH212 Delta has been designed to make all maintainance operations easy.
All components can be controlled easily during preflight checks.
During maintanance inspections several items can
be controlled quickly and easily, from oil motor
level to more important and critical points such as
the main gearbox trasmitission. This makes maintenance interventions extremely precise.
Ispections must be carried out every 100 hours,
while TBO after 2000 hours.
LCA has the right knowledge to help customers to
make maintainance easier.

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS
Engine

Rotax 914 Four-Cylinder

Horse Power Max Takeoff / Max Continue

115 hp/108 hp

Turbo

Yes

Intercooler

Yes

Available Weight (pilot, passenger, baggage, standard fuel)

578 lbs (262 kg)

Empty Weight Equipped (included oil, standard avionics)

616 lbs (278 kg)

Maximum Gross Weight

1190 lbs (540 kg)

Standard Fuel - 17 gal (65 L)

103 lbs (47 kg)

Auxiliary Fuel - 6,5 gal (25 L)

40 lbs (18 kg)

Fuel Consumption per Hour - 4-6 gal (14-22 L)

33-41 lbs (10-15 kg)

Cruising Speed

90 kts (102 mph), 165 km/h

Max Airspeed (Vne)

113 kts (130 mph), 210 km/h

Maximum Range, Excluded Reserve

345 nm, (397 sm), 640 km

Hover Ceiling IGE / 1190 lbs

9850 ft, 3000 m

Hover Ceiling OGE / 1100 lbs

8200 ft, 2500 m

Max Operating Altitude

14000 ft, 4200 m

Climb Rate

1670 ft/min. - (510m/min)

Electrical System

12 volt

TBO

2000 hrs
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